
Vocabulary List for 
“Ethics of Success”

1 competitive 競争的な 
競争力がある

英英 having or displaying a strong desire to be more successful than others

例文 We live in a fiercely competitive society.

2 earn 稼ぐ 
獲得する

英英 gain deservedly in return for one's behavior or achievements

例文 Those who land on top want to believe that they have earned their success on their own.

3 prestigious 名声のある 
一流の

英英 inspiring respect and admiration; having high status

例文 He was admitted to a prestigious university.

4 abuse 
[n / v]

虐待（す
る）

英英 treat (a person or an animal) with cruelty or violence, especially regularly or repeatedly

例文 I heard the news of a case of child abuse last night.

5 immoral 不道徳な
英英 not conforming to accepted standards of morality

例文 They often harshly criticize the parents for being immoral.

6 gratitude 感謝の気持
ち

英英 the quality of being thankful; readiness to show appreciation for and to return kindness

例文 When you are arrogant, it is hard to learn gratitude and humility. 

7 humility 謙虚さ
英英 a modest or low view of one's own importance; humbleness

例文 When you are arrogant, it is hard to learn gratitude and humility. 

8 inherit 固有の 
生まれつきの

英英 existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute

例文 We want to believe that success is not something we inherit.

9 flawed 欠点、誤り
がある

英英 blemished, damaged, or imperfect in some way

例文 This ideal is flawed.

10 nurture 育む
英英 care for and encourage the growth or development of

例文 The second one is environmental factors that discover and nurture our potential

11 nervous system 神経系
英英 the network of nerve cells and fibers which transmits nerve impulses between parts of the body

例文 During infancy, a large part of our nervous system is formed.

12 tremendous とてつもな
い

英英 very great in amount, scale, or intensity

例文 Except for his tremendous effort and athletic gifts, he has been lucky.

13 compose 構成する 
～から成る

英英 (of elements) constitute or make up (a whole)

例文 A talent that we think of is composed of these three elements.

14 credit 称賛、名誉
英英 public acknowledgment or praise

例文 You can claim credit for your talents and thus, you deserve success.

15 deserve ～に値する
ふさわしい

英英 do something or have or show qualities worthy of (reward or punishment)

例文 You can claim credit for your talents and thus, you deserve success.

16 given ～と仮定す
ると

英英 on the assumption that

例文 Given that talents are due to luck, what about effort?

17 meritocracy 能力主義 
実力主義

英英 government or the holding of power by people selected on the basis of their ability

例文 Defenders of meritocracy argue that successful people are worthy of praise for their diligence.

18 diligence 勤勉さ
英英 careful and persistent work or effort

例文 Defenders of meritocracy argue that successful people are worthy of praise for their diligence.

19 security 安心感 
油断

英英 the state of feeling safe, stable, and free from fear or anxiety

例文 My family gave me a sense of security.

20 prevail 勝つ
英英 prove more powerful than opposing forces; be victorious

例文 The problem is that those who prevail in a competitive society tend to lose the humility.
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1 conception 概念、考え
英英 a general notion; an abstract idea

例文 The excessive conception of personal responsibility is undermining our empathy and kindness.

2 undermine むしばむ 
損なう

英英 lessen the effectiveness, power, or ability of, especially gradually or insidiously

例文 The excessive conception of personal responsibility is undermining our empathy and kindness.

3 tolerate 許す 
黙認する

英英 accept or endure (someone or something unpleasant or disliked) with forbearance

例文 Child abuse is a violation of human rights and should never be tolerated.

4 condemne 非難する
英英 express complete disapproval of, typically in public; censure

例文 To what extent should one be condemned as one's own fault?

5 mistreat 虐待する 
酷使する

英英 treat (a person or animal) badly, cruelly, or unfairly

例文 Over 80 percent of abusive parents were mistreated by their own parents in their childhood.

6 adversity 逆境 
不運

英英 difficulties; misfortune

例文 Adversity in infancy causes irreversible damage to the developing brain.

7 irreversible 不可逆な
英英 not able to be undone or altered

例文 Adversity in infancy causes irreversible damage to the developing brain.

8 proceed 続ける 
進む

英英 begin or continue a course of action

例文 If you have proceeded down the right path, that is mostly thanks to what has been given.

9 misbehave 無作法、不
品行をする

英英 fail to conduct oneself in a way that is acceptable to others; behave badly

例文 This realization can inspire a certain humility when you see someone failing or misbehaving.

10 participant 参加者
英英 a person who takes part in something

例文 The first group of the participants read a passage that denies the existence of free will.

11 subject 被験者
英英 a person who is the focus of scientific or medical attention or experiment

例文 Then the experimenters measured brain activities of the subjects.

12 autonomy 主体性
英英 freedom from external control or influence; independence

例文 This part of the brain is related to autonomy and voluntary actions.

13 acknowledge 認める 
認識する

英英 accept or admit the existence or truth of

例文 When you find yourself in trouble, acknowledge the influence of the environment you happen to have.

14 strive 努力する 
奮闘する

英英 make great efforts to achieve or obtain something

例文 Turn your eyes to factors that ruin your diligence, and strive thoughtfully to negate them.

15 negate 無効にする 
否定する

英英 nullify; make ineffective

例文 Turn your eyes to factors that ruin your diligence, and strive thoughtfully to negate them.

16 modesty 謙虚さ 
控えめ

英英 the quality or state of being unassuming or moderate in the estimation of one's abilities

例文 If you are successful now, it is a great opportunity to develop modesty.

17 appreciate 感謝する、あ
りがたく思う

英英 be grateful for (something)

例文 We need to develop modesty to appreciate your good fortune and give back to society.

18 prompt 誘発する 
促す

英英 cause (someone) to take a course of action

例文 You need to ponder their misfortune and the environment that prompted their failure.
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